
Embodying the Cosmic Crystals 

M O L D A V I T E



Introduction & Preparation

This work can often be very physical in nature. You may experience 

physical sensations during the actual activation, depending upon your 

sensitivity level to energy. You may also experience detoxification of 

your physical body. 

This work goes into the cellular structure of your body to infuse your 

cells with Light. This causes the lower density energy to release into the 

blood stream and lymphatic system which may present as “ascension 

symptoms”. Remember to take good care of your body with good 

nutrient, lots of water, exercise/movement and rest! All basic self care! 

Each day, take a few minutes prior to bed (or whenever feels 

appropriate) to tap into how you are feeling. 

This qualitative scale will help you track your progress, keep you focused 

and allow you to recognize how much you are shifting! 

Below you will find a worksheet for each day. Approach this with an 

open and honest heart. No one else will see it, it is only for you to go 

deep within your heart and soul to feel into what is really happening in 

your life. 

Only you can make the inner shifts that will bring you into balance and 

joy. 

Scale 1-5 

1 - Nothing, nada, nope - no shift at all 

2 - Frustrated, so I know something is going on 

3 - Something is happening, just not sure what 

4 - Yep, I’m feeling different 

5 - Whew - it’s awesome and I know I’m shifting!
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Day 1

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

Which patterns in your emotions or behaviors are surfacing? 

How are those patterns being triggered? 

When do you feel most connected to your Higher Self? 

In what ways are you responding differently?
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Day 2

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

Which patterns in your emotions or behaviors are surfacing? 

What or who is triggering emotions to be looked at and released? 

What story seems to be reoccurring? 

How are you responding differently to emotional triggers?
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Day 3

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

Which patterns in your emotions or behaviors are surfacing? 

What did you experience with the Elemental Kingdom,  i.e. a sense of support, 
playfulness, actually "seeing or hearing" fairies? 

What are you doing to amplify your connection to the Elemental Kingdom and 
"magical realm"? 

How have you noticed your response to emotional triggers shifting?
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Day 4

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

How are you detoxing - what are you experiencing - if anything? 

Are you catching yourself when your "unworthiness"shows up? 

How are you noticing your intuition increasing? 

How are you feeling overall?  What is shifting for you?
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Day 5

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

Which patterns in your emotions or behaviors are surfacing? 

What are you noticing about coming more effortlessly from your heart? 

In what ways are you noticing your ability to NOT judge yourself around your 
emotions and creativity? 

How has your inner self talk shifted around what you believe you can create?
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Day 6

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

Which patterns in your emotions or behaviors are surfacing around what you want 
to focus on creating in your life? 

What are you noticing about your inner self-talk? 

What happened today that you noticed you came more naturally from your heart? 

What guidance did you receive today? (it could be very subtle or profound....)
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Day 7

I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing.

How are you dropping into your heart every day? 

Are you noticing how much more positive and deserving you're feeling? How? 

What has shifted around what you desire or want to create in your life? 

Have you noticed your intuition is more clear? In what ways?
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I am noticing emotions I am ready and willing to surrender. 

I am feeling confident to expand my ability to manifest the life I want. 

I am noticing times when I want to manifest something, but underneath feel 

unworthy to receive it. 

I am experiencing emotional clearing and release. 

I am feeling stronger in my inner knowing. 

You are such an amazing soul. Your intension and focus are key to manifesting 

the life you desire. With the added support to upgrade your “supercomputer” 

your ability to make deep and lasting changes amplifies. 

Every single person is on a unique path of enlightenment. Many find it useful 

to repeat this series, or individual activations to increase their ability to 

sustain the shifts they desire. I invite you to repeat this series/course if your 

heart and guidances calls for it. 

Thank you for being the Light that you are!
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Molvdavite Recap
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